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Editorial Note
“Today we were unlucky, but remember we only have to be lucky once.
You will have to be lucky always…”,
The ominous warning of now defunct IRA wing fighting independence from Britain following its
failed assassination attempt of British Prime minister Margaret Thatcher in October, 1984 at
Brighton, England unfortunately rings true for each failed terrorist attempt anywhere in the world
even today.
As so many pockets and corners of the world converge into constant battleground of terror and
violence with various political and religious misgivings, maritime industry may find it difficult to
remain isolated and undisturbed. However, for the time being, we seem to have a bigger threat
from another sector i.e. the rampant piracy, hijacking and sea robbery by either poverty stricken
or organised criminals in various parts of the world. Unfortunately, most of us growing up with
stories and myths (and movies) and fictional characters of pirates are losing out the meaning
between the terrorism and piracy and trying to find a one-all solution.
Both the terrorists, pirates and robbers ruthlessly perpetrate violence on innocents for materialising
either their political or economic gain. However, one common thread is that they are man-made
and hence to be solved only with human intervention politically or economically. That’s what
precisely happened with IRA once the Good Friday Peace agreement was signed on 1998 and
subsequent political development easing the country from the IRA terror threat.
Till we find such political and economic solutions to the Somali pirates, hijackers and sea robbers
of West Africa and South East Asia and stowaways, it would be a constant battle for the seafarers
worldwide to remain safe, all the time and every time not based on luck but with alertness and
diligently following the set rules of safety and security laid down by the concerned authorities
including the managers.
And, that’s precisely the reason, this issue of the Samundra Spirit considered bringing out the
stories and personal encounters of various incidents related to safety and security. They are both
entertaining and educative for our future seafarers and highlight the real issues faced by the
seafarers. The articles of Capt. Krishnan provides brief history of the advent of the ISPS code
bringing in a clear perspective and context of safety and security requirements of a modern day
seafarer while Capt Taufique Bhombal throws light on piracy in the international waters.
In this issue, we are also happy to add an elaborate personal note from our sailing Captain
Mahendra Singh on a very critical issue of master Pilot communication which we will bring out
in parts. SIMS remains a fertile ground of innovative thinking and daring to experiment hands
on. We have Capt. Hati explaining one such case from the campus. Paperwork- considered
necessary evil by most sailing staff is after all meant for helping the sailing staff – as strongly
argued by Capt. Dubey from the HSEQA department in his article on Paperwork. Is he convincing
– please read on!

If you wish to submit any feedbacks and/or
contributions, feel free to write to the Editor at:
samundraspirit@samundra.com

Rest of the magazine contains the regular features, sports, personal views and experiences
and news from the campus for the last quarter. We would be happy to hear any comment or
suggestion or other contribution which you may like to share with the young seafarers of the
future.

*Please note we reserve the right to publish
your letters/articles or an edited version of it
in all print & electronic media.

Till then, be safe and be happy,

SAMUNDRA SPIRIT

Message from Mr. S. Viswanathan

S. Viswanathan
Advisor,
Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies
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Piracy in International Waters
Capt.Taufique Bhombal
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

Pirates have existed since time immemorial,
targeting ships & seafarers. The piracy
attacks off Somalia are a result of the
Somalia Civil War in the 1990’s which left
the country without any Government. Thus,
leaving its vast coast line and territorial sea
exposed and vulnerable for foreign vessels
to carry out illegal fishing and dumping.
The Somalian fishermen got united and
in order to protect their resources and
economy started retaliating by hijacking
foreign vessels around their coast. Over a
period of time realization dawned on them
to start a separate revenue stream, thus
setting the stage for making easy money
i.e. Piracy/hijacking. During its infancy the
Somali piracy was limited, to hijackings of
small boats and ransom payment would
be done by the owners of these boats.
As time progressed, these pirates gained
popularity, social respect and acceptance
in their communities which led to large
scale networking and organized piracy for
bigger gains.
The modus operandi of a typical pirate attack
involves two wooden skiffs with powerful
outboard engines approaching the target ship’s
port quarter & starboard quarter. These skiffs
are carried on board the mother ship, which
travels at a speed of approximately 5 knots. As
the mother ship reaches abeam of the target
ship, it stops to lower two skiffs which are
heavily loaded with weaponry. These skiffs,
each traveling at about 25 knots, approach the
ship, intimidating the crew by heavy gun fire or
rocket propelled grenades (RPG) to slow down
the vessel for boarding. Portable ladders may
be used to climb onboard. Once the pirates

board then they take over the operational
control of the vessel. Automatic machine guns
are some of the most commonly used arms.
A typical hijacked vessel’s captured crew may
have to spend a considerable time in captivity,
living in squalid conditions. Ships with a
comparatively small freeboard (i.e. when fully
loaded or for small chemical/ gas tankers in
any condition whether ballast or loaded) and
without armed guards or visible hardening
measures may be more vulnerable. A point
to be noted here is that not a single ship with
armed guards has so far been hijacked. Big
cargo ships, fully loaded oil and chemical
tankers on international voyages with small
freeboard became the targets for the Somali
hijackers. Somali pirates dared to hijack ships
farther than the African coastline, not sparing
even ships in the Arabian Sea and the Indian
Ocean region employing bigger mother ships
funded by their loot.
Essentially to keep the ships safe, it’s
imperative to take precautions and deter
& prevent any boarding by pirates. With
continuous education about the risks and
putting practical measures in place as per Best
Management Practices, we can achieve these
objectives.
The company has provided detailed security
guidance taking Best Management Practices
(BMP5) into account for ships calling Indian
Ocean High Risk Area (HRA) in security
circular Sec-13, which is kept updated
periodically. Master must go through it and
Ship Security Plan to make himself fully
familiar prior entering Indian ocean HRA.
Admiralty chart Q6099 gives the limits of
HRA as well as the voluntary reporting area
(VRA). He has to conduct regular antipiracy and Citadel drills to prepare the ship’s
crew regarding these guidelines to reduce
risks of being hijacked considerably. Vessels
are strongly recommended by IMO to use

International Recommended Transit Corridor
(IRTC) for transiting the Gulf of Aden, which
is a navy-patrolled route. There are scheduled
group transits as per the vessel’s transit speed.
The vessel’s crew should harden the ship in
line with BMP5 measures such as rigging of
razor wires along the shipside, use of water jet
guns, etc. All watertight doors should be bolted
and secured. Placards in Somali language“Danger High Voltage Electric Barrier”, should
be placed along the railings along with Human
dummies provided. Extra lookouts to be
placed. Citadel has to be prepared.
Considering the consequences of the
widespread, devastating and violent acts
of piracy which include mental stress for
the seafarers and their families, financial
and reputation loss to a shipping company,
various countries had come forward to provide
support to anti-piracy measures near Somalia
providing ships from their navies for patrolling
the HRA.
Vessel has to report to the below parties, when
transiting the Gulf of Aden:
1. Hull & Machinery Insurance company
(Before entry to HRA)
2. Vessel has to register with MSCHOA
(Before entry to VRA). (Maritime security
center-Horn of Africa is the planning and
co-ordinating center for EU Naval forces.)
3. UKMTO (United Kingdom marine trade
operations). (Initial report, Daily position
report and final report.)
By effectively co-ordinating efforts by ships
navigating and the navies patrolling in this
area, security of the vessels has been
substantially improved. However, constant
vigilance, practical hardening of ships and
regular drills are always needed to keep a few
steps ahead of the pirates and never be lulled
into complacency.
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Mystery of the missing Generator spares
Capt. Vincent Fernandez
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Mumbai

In the year 2011, I was on board an
Aframax tanker that called the port of
Dumai, Indonesia. We had been to Dumai
before and enjoyed going there as shore
leave was available. Also at anchorage
the small boats would exchange fresh
vegetables and tropical fruits in exchange
for old ropes and drums. This was killing
two birds with one stone as we not only
got rid of unwanted ropes and drums, we
also enjoyed the fresh food in our menu- a
welcome change from the frozen stuff.
All was going well and our regular calls at
Dumai were uneventful. We got used to the
long pilotage, the port officials, the loading
master and the warm Indonesian hospitality.
Perfect conditions for complacency to set in.
After a few calls to Dumai, we reduced the
number of persons for the Anti-Piracy watch
on board. This was a decision made as rest
hours were not being maintained by the crew
due to the Anti-piracy watches. We started
feeling that piracy at Dumai was more of a
myth and when we asked the pilots and the
port officials they confirmed the same.
After calling Dumai for the fourth time in my
contract on board, we sailed out and once
again all went well with the loading. A few days
into our voyage, the Chief Engineer called
me saying that the stores room padlock was
broken and the Generator spares have been
stolen. This was strange. It was really hard
to believe that pirates could have boarded
the ship as we still had one watchman taking
rounds on deck. It was even harder to believe
that even if they boarded the vessel, why take
only Generator spares.
Our suspicions were immediately on the
ship’s crew. We began by mustering the ship’s
crew and using the normal carrot and stick
routine to get answers. We also did a cabin
search but the spares were nowhere to be
found. We sheepishly informed the company
about the same without any answers as to
where these spares had gone. The company
superintendent, immediately told us that they
had another incident at Dumai which was

similar in nature and they suspected shipstaff’s involvement.
The investigation on both ships in our fleet
now focused on the possibility of piracy as it
was unlikely that two vessels in the fleet could
have the same kind of robbery in the same
port. The suspected crew were interviewed
again. There were no loopholes found in their
statements and their alibis were strong. The
sole watch-keeper taking anti-piracy rounds
on deck was asked about the duration of his
coffee-break which he confirmed was a little
over 30 minutes during which time there was
no watch being maintained, thereby creating
a large enough window for the pirates. With
barely any more leads, we concluded that both
vessels could have been victims of Piracy.
In the subsequent days, however, several
reports emerged from Dumai and other
Indonesian ports of generator spares being
stolen from the engine room. These spares are
apparently highly valued in the black market
and hence a hit with the pirates. This led us
to confirm our earlier suspicions of piracy. We
allowed complacency to get the better of us
and by reducing our focus on the anti-piracy
measures at Dumai, we became an easy
target for the pirates.
While writing this article I checked IMB piracy
reports of 2011 (when the piracy took place
on my vessel) and 2017. The reports indicate
the same kind of robbery still prevalent in
Indonesian ports.
28th Jan 2011 – Jakarta Indonesia – Duty
crew at the port bridge wing of an anchored
tanker noticed a robber on the main deck
and another robber trying to climb on board.
The duty crew and the D/O shouted at the
robbers. The robbers immediately escaped in
their waiting Boat. Upon investigation, three
padlocks were broken and some engine
spares were stolen.
19th Mar 2011 – Dumai, Indonesia – Four
robbers armed with long knives boarded an
anchored tanker. The robbers entered into
the store room and were noticed by the 3/E
and a duty oiler who went to store room to
take some spares. The 3/E shouted at the
robbers and they threatened him with long
knives and asked him to stay away. The duty
oiler ran to the ECR, raised the alarm and all
crew mustered. Upon hearing the alarm, the
robbers stole a spare part box, threw it into

the water and they jumped overboard. Crew
saw the robbers escaped in their boat waiting
below with the stolen spare parts.
25th Apr 2011 – Dumai, Indonesia – Three
robbers boarded the tanker at anchor and
entered the engine room by breaking the
padlock to the steering gear room entrance.
One of the robbers threatened the 3rd/Eng
with a knife and pushed him to the corner
of the store room. The oiler on duty saw the
robbers and ran towards the control room and
raised the alarm. The robbers escaped the
same way they came. Crew safe.
2nd May 2017 – Jakarta Indonesia – 3
robbers boarded an anchored ship and
entered into the engine room. They stole ship
engine spares and escaped. Duty AB noticed
the robbers escaping in an unlit boat and
raised alarm. Port control informed.
We must remember to be vigilant and brief the
crew on the recent piracy activity in the port
the vessel is calling. In most South East Asian
and Indian sub-continent ports the pirates are
not looking to harm the crew and are only
interested in robbery.
My personal opinion and action as Master
during my sailing days was to keep my
crew maintain an Anti-Piracy watch from the
bridge wing. The crew would keep shining
powerful torches all around the vessel and
sound the fog-horn on suspicion of any boats
approaching. This was adequate to ensure
the pirates stayed away and kept the crew out
of harm’s way. As can be seen in the above
reports, the crew are sometimes shown a knife
and taken hostage. This can turn ugly in case
the watch keeper is not calm.
That being said, whatever sort of Anti-Piracy
watch system is being followed on board, try
not to get complacent. Study the recent IMB
piracy reports in the area. Brief the crew about
the same and secure the vessel prior calling
such ports and conduct security drills/training
diligently. Such training will ensure the crew
are more alert to piracy activity and the officer
keeping bridge watch must check on the crew
at agreed intervals.
Alert vessels rarely encounter such acts of
armed –robbery, it’s only the complacent ones
that are targeted.
Stay Alert and Stay Safe!
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Experiential training of
accommodation ladder at SIMS
Capt. D. Kishore
Nautical Faculty
SIMS, Mumbai

“I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I
do and I understand” – Confucius
The learning curve at SIMS starts at the
core curriculum and is reinforced by ‘doing’
to understand the ship-board operations
and maintenance for a holistic handson practical training of cadets, officers
and ratings. Be it a ship-in-campus or the
below constructed accommodation ladder,
the endeavour has been to provide an
experiential training for a more confident
approach onboard.
Subsequent to a systematic study of PSC &
other inspection reports, accidents as well
as investigation reports, rigging and securing
of the ship’s accommodation ladder - known
as the Gangway, was identified as a training
area. It was also noted that the industry has
seen a number of deficiencies concerning
accommodation ladder in SIRE & PSC
inspections along with a few serious injuries
and near misses.
We therefore fabricated a scaled model of a
simple ship’s accommodation ladder where
all operations such as deployment, rigging
safety net, man ropes and securing for sea
can be demonstrated. Along with operations
the facility will also be able to demonstrate
maintenance procedures and other regulatory
requirements of the gangway.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
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Transforming ideas to reality
The core group comprising of seamanship
instructors under the supervision of a Nautical
Faculty chalked out the basic plan first for the
construction and then the detailed plan was
drawn with the help of the SIMS R&D team and
workshop instructors.
A 3D model was made by the SIMS R&D team
using Solid Edge ST5 software. Our CAD
expert was assisted by the core group with
actual ship’s plans and presentations so that
he could visualize a ship’s accommodation
ladder. These three dimensional sketches
were of immense help for the fabricators.
SIMS workshop team, under the supervision
of and strict eye on safety aspects by the
core group, fabricated the parts, which took
one month to finish. Considering the fact that
the fabrication was done only during breaks
between their scheduled class hours by the
workshop instructors, the operation was
indeed quite efficient.
The set-up offers everything a normal ship’s
gangway does. The main gangway is fitted to
the turn-table type top platform. The bottom
platform can be made horizontal at all angles of
the gangway. The fall used is a 4 mm stainless
steel wire. The winch is made in-house and
connected to a DC motor with bearings. Once
the gangway is fully hoisted it touches the davit
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operation and maintenance can be tricky if
the ship’s staff are not adequately trained. An
accident related to accommodation ladder can
involve ship’s crew as well as shore personnel
and at times can result in serious injury or
even fatality. Hence it must be ensured that all
operations of the accommodation ladder are
carried out by trained and experienced crew
members under the supervision of a certified
officer.
which is connected to a shaft. The shaft then
rotates the stowing davit as well as the top
platform in a single motion while housing the
gangway in. Ship-type lashing poles, sockets
and butterfly nuts are provided to secure the
ladder in stowed position.
In the rigged condition, stanchions can be
fitted and manropes can be passed. A safety
net, especially sized for this purpose is also
rigged as on ships. The bottom platform is
fitted with a roller to rest on the jetty. The inner
side of the gangway is fitted with a roller to act
like a fender and rolls on the shipside as the
gangway is lowered and hoisted.
Most of the sheaves are made in-house by our
lathe operators. Greasing points are marked
specially on the bearings through which the
shaft and sheaves pass.
Though the accommodation ladder appears
to be a simple arrangement, its installation,

Ratings and cadets normally obtain trickledown training about rigging, operation and
maintenance of gangway from senior shipboard
staff. A structured training ashore is a better
way to be trained when shipboard on the job
training can act as a mere reinforcement.
This facility contributes to the Integrated
Safety Training for Ratings (ISTR) course
and young ratings, will immensely benefit
from the demonstrations. A training session
on accommodation ladder will now also be
included for Deck cadets at SIMS after their
completion of the DNS curriculum.

Capt. Subhendu Hati
Dean, Nautical Studies
SIMS, Lonavala
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The advent of ISPS Code

Capt. VR Krishnan,
Superintendent,
Fleet Personnel
ESM Mumbai

The concept of maritime security has
existed from when warring nations sought
to destroy the merchant ships carrying
passengers and cargo using submarines
and warships. Intelligence gathering about
the enemy ships and submarine movements
was used to protect own ships. However
modern maritime security has evolved over
the past two decades, in perspective and
in response to the increased threats from
terrorism and towards protection of life and
cargo at sea as well as securing ships from
intruders, robbers, stowaways and pirates
in port facilities.
The world has witnessed many maritime
security incidents in recent times including one
of the earliest incidents of hijacking of a cruise
liner the SS SANTA MARIA in Venezuela in
1961, followed by the hijacking of the cargo
vessel ANZO TEGUI, also off Venezuela
in 1963. Modern piracy has been in world

headlines especially those off the Somalian
coast, East and West Coasts of Africa and
the Malacca Straits and waters of Indonesia
and Malaysia. Even a US Naval vessel was
attacked in Aden in the year 2000. Amongst
the recent attacks that of the VLCC M. STAR
owned by MOL, Japan in July 2010 attracted
global headlines.
After the hijacking of the Italian Cruise Liner
ACHILLE LAURO, the United Nations through
IMO, in 1985, proposed several security
measures to counter Unlawful Acts at Sea.
MSC Circular 443 was issued by IMO, which
led to the SUA (Suppression of Unlawful
Acts) convention in 1988. This act was further
amended in 2005 after the single incident
that shook all nations and industries alike the attacks using passenger aircrafts by Al
Qaeda on World Trade Centre complex, New
York and Pentagon complex, Arlington on 11th
September 2001. A total of 2977 persons lost
their lives in the dastardly attack. Following
the attacks, a significant boost of maritime
co-operation amongst nations led by the U.S
coast guard in IMO was undertaken through
workshops and seminars for increasing
awareness of security weaknesses in the
industry.

Development and implementation of ISPS
Code were hurried up substantially in reaction
to the attacks as well as the bombing of the
French oil tanker Limburg off Yemeni Coast.
The U.S. Coast Guard, as the lead agency
in the United States delegation to the IMO,
advocated strongly for the measure. The IMO
Diplomatic Conference on Maritime Security
held at London in December 2002 adopted
a Chapter on the introduction of Maritime
Security into SOLAS 74. Measures under the
Code came into force on July 1, 2004.
The International Ship and Port Facility
Security Code (ISPS Code) introduced a
series of requirements to enhance the security
of ships and port facilities, in view of the
perceived threats to ships and port facilities
in the wake of the 9/11 attacks in the United
States.
The introduction of ISPS Code as Chapter
XI-2 of SOLAS
The Maritime Security Conference of 2002
at the IMO was the harbinger of the now
famous ISPS (International Ship and Port
Facilities Security) Code which is a document
containing two parts. Part A deals with security
requirements on ships and port facilities
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whereas Part B deals with the implementation
of the code amongst the various stakeholders.
In 2012, an enhanced version of this code
titled Guidance to Maritime Security and ISPS
was published by IMO. ISPS code was added
to SOLAS Chapter XI as part 2 of Security
Measures in 2004. It spellt out measures
for international security by prescribing
responsibilities to various governmental
authorities,
port
authorities,
shipping
companies and for seafarers on ships.
Responsibilities included establishing of
a dedicated SSO (Ship Security Officer),
CSO (Company Security Officer), PFSO
(Port Facilities Security Officer) and also the
development of a SSP (Ship Security Plan)
followed by a SSA (Ship Security Assessment)
which were to be provided to ships and Port
facilities. The requirement of SSAS (Ship
Security Alert System) was also included in
the regulations by which Ships could alert
their shore establishments if ship security
were to be violated at any time. The various
levels of Security such as Level 1, Level 2 and
Level 3 were added so that ships and port
facilities could be alert at various times at sea,
in anchorages, roadsteads as well as at the
port areas. The Code also specified various
security equipment that are to be carried on
board ships as well as the procedures of
implementation of the security levels by mutual
agreement between ship and shore.
SOLAS (Safety of Life At Sea) Convention has
come a long way since its inception to its present
form which has dealt with various regulations
such as prevention of fires, carriage of goods,
Life Saving Appliances, Safety of Navigation,
Dangerous Goods carriage, Nuclear Ships
and propulsion systems, Safety measures for
High Speed Craft and Bulk Carriers as well as
ISM Code in its various chapters from 1 to 12.
Chapter XI-2 deals exclusively to ISPS Code
and is the regulatory mechanism to prevent
security incidents in the Maritime Industry.
Although acts of Piracy, Armed robbery
or Thefts at Sea were rampant in the late
nineties until 2015, there certainly has been
a downturn. Enhanced co-operation amongst
nations, especially the joint NAVFORCE
and warships escort as well as reporting
mechanisms has gone a long way to improve
the overall situation. Stray incidents still occur,
however the industry has definitely benefitted
with proactive measures mentioned in Chapter
XI-2 of SOLAS.
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Capt. Vinod Dubey
Senior HSEQA
Superintendent
ESM, Singapore

Robbery at Sea!
Complacency is one of the biggest
mistakes, one makes in lifetime. The
incident which I am sharing here
emphasizes this good old saying.
Shipping history says that Venezuela has
been notorious for security issues such
as theft, robbery, drugs trafficking, etc.
However, as the oil trade goes on, Vessels
continue calling Venezuelan ports and take
additional security precautions.
The tanker in this article had been calling
Venezuelan ports in past but did not
encounter any security concern. However
the incident occurred at its last load port of
Puerta la Cruz, Venezuela.
It was just another night for the Aframax
tanker, as she awaited anchorage at
Puerta La Cruz. The routine security
measures were in place. All deck lights on,
Accommodation locked from inside except
for one exit door at bridge wing. One A/B
and one Motorman were on continuous
deck rounds forward and aft.
At around 0100 Local time, when the
Motorman entered poop deck area as part
of his otherwise boring routine round, he
met with a blow on his head by a wooden
plank from behind. He was shocked to see
six intruders behind him who must have
boarded the vessel in the short time from
his last round to the poop deck. All sixpeople looked menacing as in their black
face masks with a long knife each in their
hands. “Oh my god” was the only few words
the motorman could murmur.
Before the motorman could react further,
two of the six intruders dragged him near
a fixed vertical pipeline and tied him with
a rope brought by them. Remaining four
rushed to the pumpman’s locker and paint

store located on poop deck. They had a
cutter which took just few minutes to break
the padlock to the stores. Motorman, with
his hands tied, tried to locate the “Push to
talk” button of his walkie-talkie to alert the
other watchkeepers of the situation. But,
one of the robbers standing close to the
motorman oversaw this and threatened
with his knife on the motorman’s throat.
Motorman did not have an option but to
watch helplessly. Meanwhile, other robbers
after cutting the Pad Locks of Paint Store &
Pumpman Store, took out all the valuable
items available there such as Paint Drums,
UTI Tape, Chipping Gun & Hammer,
Assorted Tools, etc. and left with the boat
which was waiting for them near poop deck
area.
All this happened in a span of 15
minutes. Once the robbers left, Motorman
immediately
contacted
the
bridge
watchkeeper on walkie-talkie for assistance
and reported the incident. A/B who was
taking rounds forward rushed to him and
untied the Motorman.
Bridge OOW raised General Emergency
Alarm and muster took place. First aid
was administered to Motorman . Master
informed VTS, Coast Guards, local agents,
company and owner with a prepared
inventory of all stolen items
When root cause analysis was done, it was
noted that though vessel had maintained
measures as per Security Level 2, however,
there were few lapses. Fire hoses were not
running, Dummy was not placed which
made the vessel a potential soft target.
Calling this port in past without any security
concern, made ship’s staffs somewhat
complacent and led to this unfortunate
security incident causing financial loss to
owners.
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Effective Master Pilot Information exchange
A Practical note from an experienced master
Capt. Mahendra Singh
Master
FS Endeavour

Capt. Mahendra Singh is a long serving
master of Executive Ship Management
successfully commanding vessels under
various challenging situations. We are
delighted to bring out the first of the
three parts of his notes on the Master
Pilot information exchange- indeed a very
critical area of navigation. Here is part 1:
Part of a Captain’s job is to ensure navigating
the ship safely under his command any time.
However, when the situation gets risky or there
is a situation that demands greater attention in
the manoeuvring of the ship, service of a shore
pilot is brought in. The pilot’s role is to advise
and guide the Captain which route to take
and what changes need to be made during
ship’s routine manoeuvring while entering or
leaving a port. However, the authority of the
Master as the commander of the ship remains
intact. It’s a tricky situation which needs proper
understanding and full cooperation to make
the arrangement fruitful.
This role of pilot becomes effective only when
there is proper information exchange between
Master and Pilot.
This is important because Master may not be
so familiar with local conditions as pilot is and
he may not have an easy access to the local
resources as pilot has for the safe manoeuvre
of vessel in the port. Same is true for pilot
also who may not be well aware of ship’s
characteristics, behaviour and response in
various conditions, limitation and shortcoming
of equipment and machineries if any as the
Master is.
Knowledge empowers one, leading to better
assessment and decision making. This can
be very well achieved by effective Master
Pilot information exchange. It’s a sharing
of knowledge between Pilot and Captain
of the ship. Pilot shares knowledge of local
waters, planned manoeuvres, mooring &
Tugs arrangements, hazards encountered
during piloting of vessel whereas Master in
exchange shares ship’s response in various
conditions, in the form of manoeuvring
characteristics, ship’s particulars, readiness

of ship’s equipment & machineries, limitations
and shortcomings, if any. A proper information
exchange keeps Master and Pilot on the
same page of understanding and situational
awareness, leading to desired goal, i.e. safe
transit under challenging circumstances.
How to conduct effective Master Pilot
information exchange:
ESM provides a comprehensive Pilot card
and Master Pilot information exchange check
lists which if complied properly, fulfills this
requirement effectively. However it is up to
the Master how he conducts this information
exchange. In general this is my personal
experience, that except some pilots, almost
everywhere they willingly share all the
information, if requested by Master properly.
Below are a few issues that, in my
understanding from my experience, may
hamper effective Master pilot information
exchange
1. No proper initiation by Master
2. Pilot not willing to share
3. Non compliance with ESM checklists and
procedures .
4. No proper attention given by the master
at the Critical stage when Pilot comes on
board.
5. Pilot in a hurry for next shift or rushing to
get off and thereby not paying full focus and
attention to the job at hand.
6. Incompetent or pilot lacking adequate
knowledge
7. Distractions; example talking on phone or
VHF, involving in activities not relevant to
current navigational situation (by pilot and
or by ship’s staff)
8. Not aware/appreciating importance of
appropriate
Master-Pilot
information
exchange and dangers involved due to non
compliance.

What best Master can do to overcome these
barriers for effective Master Pilot information
exchange?
1. Proper initiation by Master:
There’s
no
room
for
complacency,
incompetence, and lack of information sharing.
Any power distance due to fear that this may
agitate the pilot to be absolutely not given into.
On the other hand overreliance on the pilot
must be resisted.
a) Complacency kills best of your ability,
experience and skills, which could have
been used in best way otherwise. One
has to remember that hazards do not go
away or get mitigated, by just knowing
the fact that you are experienced, unless
that experience is put into effective use. To
overcome complacency, one must follow
the correct procedure first time and every
time, respond to weaker danger signals in
a strong way follow company checklists /
procedures diligently.
b) Power distance should be kept to optimum,
too much will obstruct the free flow of
information.
c) Some Masters think asking pilot these many
information may annoy or irritate him. It
may be true for some pilots but the way we
ask information matters. When pilot comes
on the bridge after climbing almost 40 to 50
meters of height, don’t jump upon him with
checklists, bombarding the questions. Most
of the pilots have to inform port control
their boarding time, let him do that, let him
catch the breath, ask him for water. But
during this time keep very close watch on
the movement of ship as you were doing
before POB and if required bring her to
minimum safe speed to buy more time.

SHARING EXPERIENCES

Once he has settled, first of all convey
him engine status, speed, heading and
drafts.Then Pilot card is presented to him
to make aware of ship’s characteristics,
particulars and status of various equipment
and machineries. Once he has gone
through it, request to sign the same as his
acknowledgement and understanding of
information.
Now there can be two issues when presented
Pilot card and Master Pilot information
exchange check list

CADET’S DIARY
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I am from ‘Bandaruvanipeta’, a village
from the Srikakulam District in Andhra
Pradesh. My village is also known as
the ‘Land of Seafarers’ as nearly 80% of
its residents are employed in Merchant
Navy. My grandfather, father and
brothers are seafarers as well. The sea,
located nearly 500 – 600m away from my
village, has a huge role to play in our
lives.
My interest in Merchant Navy began from
here. When I was in the fourth standard,
my father resigned from his job due to
health issues. It was a difficult time and we
struggled a lot. Six years after, my brothers
completed their secondary education,
deciding to take up a career in Merchant

Case II: Second case may be, he goes through
the pilot card but refuses to sign it, in that case
as per company guidelines make entry in Bell
book as “Master pilot information exchange
completed however Pilot refused to sign Pilot
card”.

Navy. They believed that it would put our
family in a good position. Today, one of my
brother is a Motorman and the other is an
oiler.

d) Overreliance on pilot: When pilot is on board
the con of vessel gets virtually transferred
from Master to the Pilot. However, it is
utmost important to remember that the final
responsibility of safe movement of vessel still
remains with Master. In other words it is like
saying “Pilot you do whatever you want but
I will be responsible for all your actions and
inactions”. When this is the case, how can I
drop down my guards when pilot is on board?
Instead, now is the time to be extra cautious
and vigilant to closely monitor his actions
and correct them if required in the form of
reminders, suggestions, insistence and in
worst case scenario taking con from him.
The second part of this article will be published
in our next Issue (43).
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Case I: Pilot may tell “Please wait I will
go through it later, let me bring the ship to
(some safe) course or position”. In that case
acknowledge the same, let him go ahead with
the intended manoeuvre and once done revert
to the information exchange.

Once he signs Pilot cards, after short break,
take him to ECDIS, discuss and agree the
passage plan. Now request him gently if he
could give some information as part of Master
pilot information exchange so that we are on
same level of understanding and situational
awareness. Upon going through all points of
check list, present him for signature stating “If
you could sign for the information we shared”.
If he refuses to sign, make log book entries to
this effect same as above.
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While I was in my third year of University
studying, B. Tech, my brothers were away,
sailing. During this time, they learnt a lot
and gathered information from their marine
engineers on how to become an engineer
in the ship. They shared their knowledge
with me, motivating me about this field.
I was truly inspired from their stories and
decided to join the Merchant Navy as well.
Some of the most memorable and valuable
words of my brothers were, “This is one of
the most interesting and respectable job. It
has a lot of hands-on practical work. With
growing responsibilities in a few years, you
will be able to handle all the machinery in the
Engine room. You will always be satisfied
with the work done and your salary.”

Cdt. Pukalla Madhubabu
GME-24
SIMS, Lonavala

I took this as a (initial) inspiration and
dreamt of becoming a Chief Engineer one
day. My family shared that dream too.
After completing my studies in 2017, I
learnt about the Graduate Marine Engineer
(GME) course in the Samundra Institute of
Maritime Studies (SIMS) through a friend of
my brother. He had completed the course
too. I applied to take the entrance exams
and went for the interview. I was selected!
I had approached one step ahead towards
achieving my dream.
Coming to SIMS, I realized that everything
that I had been told was correct. The trainers’
interaction with students and their teaching
is excellent. The Ship In Campus (SIC),
well equipped workshop, and the science
building infra structure and facilities are all
geared for students to gain more practical
knowledge and confidence to become a
professional seafarer in real sense. Indeed,
the overall infrastructure of the campus is
awesome.
It truly feels great to be a part of the Sea of
Knowledge – Samundra and be prepared to
step into my dream job at sea in not very
distant future.
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SIMS Lonavala celebrates combined graduation of
B.Tech & DNS cadets
A total of 115 successful cadets from the
Fifth B.Tech Marine Engineering batch and
24th DNS batch marched forward at their
Passing out parade on 11th June’18, as
their proud parents and family members
witnessed and cheered the cadets in the
combined graduation ceremony.
Chief Guest, Capt Sumit Sahni, General
Manager ESM Mumbai, as well as faculty
and senior personnel from ESM Mumbai
were present to celebrate this occasion. At
the valedictory speech, Capt Sumit advised
all cadets to be persistent with the necessary
virtues of discipline and hard work as inculcated

at SIMS, in their upcoming seafaring careers.
In fact, SIMS award scheme for the graduating
cadets are based on recognizing such qualities
as imperative and grooms its cadets into a
well-rounded seafarer with equal proficiencies
in academics as well as hands-on skills. Cadet
Albin from DNS24 batch and Cadet Ravindra
Gangwar from B.Tech05 were adjudged Best
Cadet in respective batch owing to their well
round achievements and competence.
Capt Sumit, concluded his encouraging
speech by spurring the cadets to be confident
and determined in achieving success with a

positive mindset, “Your biggest assets are your
enthusiasm that enriches with your positive
thinking. Never lose hope, keep cheerful and
put the best possible efforts with your total
involvement, have confidence in you and you
are the winner”, he added.
Best Orator award winner Cadet Vishal Singh
(DNS 24) concluded the celebrations by
delivering a vote of thanks to the management,
faculty and supporting staff. The graduated
cadets now look forward to their placements
on-board vessels managed by Executive Ship
Management (ESM) in the months to come.

Btech 05 & DNS24 batch “Pride passing out parade”

Chief guest meets SIMS faculty

Cdt. Shubham Nath Btech05 receives “ Best in
Academics ” award from Chief Guest

Cdt. Prakar Jain Btech05 receives certificate
from Cdr. Saxena (Company Training Officer,
ESM, Mumbai)

Cdt. Akhil Sharma DNS24 receives certificate from
Capt. Arora, ESM, Singapore

Cdt. Vishal Singh DNS 24 receives “ Best Orator”
award from Chief Guest

Cdt. Amrinder Singh Btech 05 receives “ Best Sportsman”
award from Chief guest
Cdt. Harish DNS24 receives “Best in stability and
construction” from Chief Guest
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Btech05 batch passing out cadets with Chief Guest and faculty

DNS24 batch passing out cadets with Chief Guest and faculty

DNS 24 BATCH PRIZE LIST
Best Cadet
Most Popular Cadet
Best Cadet Captain( A Section)
Best Cadet Captain (B Section)
Best in Academics
1st Runner up in Academics
Best in HSSE
Best in Hands on Training
Best in Stability and Construction
Best in Navigation & Chart Work
Best in Marpol & BME
Best in Cargo work, Seamanship & SWP
Best in Bridge Equipment WK and Meteorology
Best in Maritime Comm & Emergencies
Best in Mathematics( Over all)
Best in applied science
Best in English, MH & HF
Best Sportsman
Best Orator

Albin
Vighnesh Joil
Rahul Bawa
Sushant Poojari
Karan Bharat
Pranay Arora
Rounak Agrwal
Anugrah
Harish
Karan Bharat
Aman Singh
Abhiram Menon
Abhiram Menon
Karan Bharat
Abhishek Sharma
Aman Singh
Harish
Saurav Joshi
Vishal Singh

BTECH 05 BATCH PRIZE LIST
Best Cadet
Ravindra Gangwar
Best in Academics 1
Shubham Nath
Best In Academics2
Mohammed Ansari
Best In Academics3
Gaurav Barbhai
Best Hands On Training
Sai Durga Malleshwar Thota
Most Popular Cadet
Manish Kumar
Best Cadet Captain
1. Harmandeep Singh.
2. Suryansh Dhir Pant
Best In HSSE
Jayesh Patil
Best Music
Ishan Lohani
Best Orator
Avinash Srivastava
Best Sportsman
Amarinder Singh
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Goodbye Summer, Welcome Monsoon
1

Photo 1, 2 and 3 by:
Mr. Somnath Landage
IT Asst System Administrator
SIMS Lonavala

2

3
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4

5

Photo 4 and 5 by:
Cdt. Shivam Chauhan
GME-23
SIMS Lonavala
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Stowaways from Panama
In 1994, I worked on a General purpose
RO-RO Liner vessel (40,000DWT), having
a regular itinerary. Her route was very
interesting, voyage would commence and
complete in Gothenburg, Sweden. She
would sail from Europe to East coast of
Canada and US before proceeding through
Panama Canal. Thereon she would sail to
New Zealand and Pan-Australia. Further
she would proceed to Singapore and many
ports in Far East countries like Hong
Kong, Taiwan, China, South Korea and
Japan. From Yokohama, the last port in
Japan, vessel would cross Pacific Ocean,
with Los Angeles being the first port on US
West Coast. Thereafter once again we will
pass through Panama Canal and visit some
ports on US East Coast, before proceeding
back to resume the hectic schedule in
various European ports. The total voyage
would take exactly four and half months
with cargo activities in 44 ports.
This being a general purpose RO-RO vessel
as mentioned earlier, the cargoes carried were
of varied types. These ranged from containers/
small yachts on main deck to varied vehicles
such as cars, trucks, railway carriages, mining
and agriculture machineries on other cargo
decks. For loading such an exotic blend of
cargoes, large number of stevedores used to
be on board at all times in all ports. This being
the pre-ISPS era, access to vessel was not
restricted to one point as of now.
After passing through Panama Canal from
Pacific to Atlantic side, the vessel would
call the Panamian port, Cristobal, before
proceeding to US.
It was really difficult to identify, who
was authorized personnel and who
was not. The whole situation was very
conducive to anyone who wanted
to hide on board the vessel. It was
an open secret that the next port
of call will be in US, even though
sailing information board would say
otherwise.
Our ship would have provided an easy
opportunity to anyone who wished to
make an illegal entry into US.
As per company’s procedures, two hours
prior to departure were earmarked for
stowaway searches throughout the vessel.
Many a times the stowaways were spotted and

handed over prior departure. But this was one
of the times, when no one was found on board
and the vessel sailed.
The next port of call in US used to be
approximately a week’s sailing away. On
this particular sailing, Chief cook expressed
doubt about a likely stowaway presence on
the third day of sailing as he reported various
stolen food items from galley. The next night,
vigilance was increased and two figures on
deck were spotted at night. Immediately a
search was called and two stowaways, both
male, were found. Various authorities were
contacted and informed.
Both stowaways were confined in one selfcontained cabin and were given food regularly,
but generally not allowed outside on deck.
There was no trouble from them. Preliminary
interrogation revealed that they both were
hidden in a container by some scrupulous
agents in Panama. Arrangements were made
such that they could open container from
inside. They had some money on them and
contacts in US.
There were times when they were brought out
and out of curiosity we would talk to them. Both
were young men in the age group of about 25

Mr. Abhiram Wakankar
Engineering Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

years or less, energetic, athletic built and fit.
None carried any identification documents
such as Passport, etc.
One of them could converse in broken English
with whom we interacted more. He told us
many interesting stories at home which were
full of his ambition with a dream life in US.
That’s how they were motivated to make it to
mainland US at any cost, ready to risk life and
landed on our vessel.
Prior to arrival in US, all arrangements were
made to land them at first port of call. Both of
them were brought on deck, once US shore
was in sight, as directed from US authorities. It
was early evening, when ship arrived close to
visible shores of US.
And suddenly, the unthinkable happened. One
of the stoway jumped at sea and vanished out
of sight in no time. There was complete chaos
on board, Norwegian Master immediately
called and informed USCG of the incident.
USCG chopper came searching for the
person, but couldn’t locate him. He probably
was very confident to swim across a few miles
and ready to take any risks.
Large number of officials swarmed on board
upon berthing of the vessel. The remaining
one stowaway was handed over to the
authorities And we never heard as to what
happened to them subsequently.
Stowaways carry a big risk to personnel
on board, to themselves as well as to
vessel herself. Post ISPS era, though,
the incidents have reduced but not
eliminated totally due to compelling
Geo- Political reasons, extreme poverty
and political persecutions.
With careful port watchkeeping these
incidents can and must be avoided. In
today’s competitive shipping scenario,
such an incident can put the Managing
Company’s and vessel’s owners/ operators
reputation at grave commercial risk.
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Shipboard Paperwork – inherently useful or a
monstrous headache?
Capt. Vinod Dubey
Senior HSEQA Superintendent
ESM, Singapore

I commenced my early days in shipping
as a cadet in Post ISM era and progressed
reading procedures, filling checklists etc
that generated familiarity with forms from
infancy of my career. To me it seemed
a natural requirement of shipping life,
similar to chipping, painting, greasing and
mooring stations. At the same time, I also
kept hearing tirades from the seniors about
the ‘paperwork monster’.
The post ISM era was being bitterly criticised
for excessive paperwork and recordkeeping.
I may have taken to the paperwork on board
just as a fish takes to water because I realised
that it was such an integral constituent of
our shipboard existence. But when I think
deeper, I find that the amount of time spent
by seafarers in completing the documentation
was not commensurate with the importance
of the work which was done or going to be
done. The irony of today’s shipping culture
is that seafarers are less fearful of the actual
work than the perception of the dreaded
documentation monster hidden behind that
work.
I am not doubting the benefits by the
documentation brought by ISM. However,
as they say excess of anything is bad and
same applies to the paperwork on board.
Unfortunately, the line to decide the excess
is so subjective that many a times it becomes
very difficult to avoid crossing that line in spite
of one’s best intentions.
I sailed on vessels in all ranks till Master and
have witnessed this issue from a seafarers’
side of fence. As a sailor, the common thought
process was that Company is unnecessarily,
impractically increasing paper work, just to
be extra safe. As seafarers, we also felt that
our suggestions were not going to change
anything. Moreover, the prevalent feeling was
that even if something is suggested, it would
not be taken positively and tons of questions
would be asked to justify their proposals. So,
the best option was to keep quiet, do your
best to fulfil company’s requirements whether

reasonable or unreasonable, finish contract
and go home. The “burden” of Paperwork drew
only resentment rather than cheerful execution
of a well-meaning task by most seafarers as
far as I recollect from my interaction with other
seafarers. Nevertheless, I had no second
thought when I was offered my first onshore
role in HSEQA department, a department
otherwise known as paper pushers. After
spending few years here, I am now able to see
the issue from other side of fence.
Employment of tankers to a large extent is
governed by requirements laid down by Oil
Majors. In this era of instant communications
and 24 hrs media coverages, the tanker
owners and Oil Majors remain alert to the
need of precise assessment and mitigation
of risks involved in safe tanker operations
and likelihood of reputational damage, should
any mistake take place in navigation, cargo
carriage or environmental compliance. These
risks, force Oil majors to demand precision,
performance and perfection in shipboard
operations, when a ship carries their cargo.
Inevitably this leads to exacting standards
being laid down for eligibility for tankers to be
selected to carry their cargoes. Compliance
with the standards necessitate elaborate
procedures, checklists, permit to work and
their proper implementation. Only quality
operated ships get chosen for employment
by oil majors. Obviously, one cannot fault Oil
majors for the paperwork and checklist on
board.
Advent of checklists and procedures has taken
place in all the critical industries from Hospitals
to Ships to prevent us humans from making
costly errors leading to accidents. Hence such
paperwork were not invented to burden the
seafarers but to assist them in consistently
conducting their jobs to avoid costly mistakes.
Of course, we at shore, endeavour to restrict
unnecessary paperwork and duplication to
ensure that it assists them in ship’s operation
instead of becoming burdensome.
Not
including
certain
exceptional
circumstances, following are the initiatives, we
have put in place to make the documentation
process smoother and more systematic for
ship’s staffs to reduce burden and make it
more beneficial:
1. Sending all the revisions of shipboard
forms/ checklist on quarterly basis.

2. Circulating all the alerts, port information,
circulars, etc. only once a week
3. All the alerts, port info, etc. are kept within
one page along with a picture as an aidememoire.
4. Monthly safety circular is sent out to give
gist of all the changes made in document
management system during that month.
5. For ease of submitting a seafarer’s
feedback, the feature of “comment” in
our in-house software Phoenix- DMS (
Document management system) is added
so that any user when reading a section
is able to give feedback then and there
just by click of a button. Our HSEQA team
analyses each of your feedback monthly
and carries out the changes in system as
applicable.
We at the shore office, while proposing an
increase in paper work have also been forced
to think hard whether the paperwork is the
root cause or it is the culture. While proposing
to increase anything in documentation, we
always consider the practicality from the
shipboard user’s perspective, before taking
the decision to implement the proposal.
Our seafarers should understand that no
one ashore, is interested in increasing paper
work unnecessarily. In almost all the cases,
there is requirement from various responsible
authorities including Oil majors (TMSA3),
owners, new regulations and rules from IMO/
flag-state/ port-state, industry learning, to
undertake preventive measures for incidents,
etc. leading to the changes.
Nonetheless, while the shore office prepares
these requirements, we are aware that end
users are the sailing staff and could notice
any duplication, any wrong formatting, or
any impractical item. Hence for a robust and
meaningful DMS, it indeed requires equal
participation from the HSEQA team and the
sea staff.
As an experienced seafarer myself I would
reemphasize that just by complaining the
problem of excessive paperwork will not
vanish. Shoot your specific comments to us
instead of cooped up resentments and we are
happy to fix sincerely what needs fixing.
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SIMS Cadet’s initiative applauded onboard
Simulation kit components

Hydraulic
Jack

Hydraulic
Cylinder
Support
for Elbow
Washer
& Spring
Cotter

Cadet Vivek Mangal of DNS batch 22, whilst
undergoing onboard training at British
Petroleum vessel, British Cumulus, was
commended by Master, on his proactive
presentation of comprehensive simulation
launch procedure of free fall life boat. This
was Cadet Vivek’s first month onboard a
vessel for training.
Cadet Vivek participated in the simulated
FFLB drill with the crew of the vessel
at Southampton anchorage, UK and
subsequently initiated a simulation launch
procedure document which was lauded
by the Captain, Chief Engineer, and Chief
Officer. The below is a brief snapshot of his
presentation, which is an indication of his
thorough understanding of the subject and
its direct implementation.
Launching System
The simulated free-fall launching is to verify
the satisfactory function of the free-fall release
mechanism without allowing the lifeboat to fall
into the sea. This procedure can be executed
without using the recovery system of the
launching appliance. The system is capable
of handling the lifesaving craft with 1 (one)
helmsman on-board.
Simulation Device Installation Procedure
1. Secure the lifeboat with the help of davit
and connect two Gant lines on each side
of the life boat and take the load on the
davit so the load will release from the life
boat and the connecting shackle becomes
loose.
2. Now prepare “ELBOW’ to connect to the
lifeboat. Open the securing plate and

Support

Designated
place to connect
support

Securing Plate

Screw

Hydraulic
Cylinder

Shackle Bolt

remove the SCREW of the ELBOW. Then
safely connect the elbow to the lifeboat.
Then put the screw into the elbow & tighten
it by putting the Securing Plate. The picture
above will help you to carry out the process:
Make sure the shackle is properly connected
to the lifeboat & connecting PIN should be in
proper position to carry out the launch of the
lifeboat.
3. Once the ELBOW is properly connected
& lifeboat pin is properly placed, we can
start installing the next part “SUPPORT” &
“HYDRAULIC CYLINDER” to the lifeboat.
To connect “SUPPORT”, a place on
Lifeboat deck is already designated for this
purpose. It is the same place where the
other end of the lifeboat connecting shackle
is connected on deck. First remove the
“SHACKLE BOLT” then put “SUPPORT”

in proper upright position. Then put the
shackle bolt and tighten it properly. Then
connect the “HYDRAULIC CYLINDER” to
the Support. The picture above indicates
the correct position of the Support:
4. Now connect the “HYDRAULIC JACK” to
the Hydraulic Cylinder by connecting the
quick-lock couplings mounted on the hand
pump to the hydraulic cylinder. Be aware
of the position of the hydraulic jack, i.e. in
which direction it will release the cylinder.
Now the kit is completely installed and boat
ready to launch. Gradually transfer the
load from the Davit to the connecting pin &
Shackle.
Simulated Free-Fall Launching Procedure
• Secure hatches.
• Embarkation of 1 (one) helmsman.
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Valve on hand pump to be opened
(position in which it will release the
piston).
Throttle on the hand pump to be opened
slowly.
Release the boat securing device,
following the instructions as given by the
boat builder.
The lifeboat will travel down appx. 100 mm
on the track and stop when the hydraulic
cylinder has reached its end position

The two pictures given below indicate
the positions of the piston of the cylinder
BEFORE & AFTER the launch:

Hook released
due to launch
Closed
position of
Piston &
Cylinder

Position before launch

Piston released
100mm out

Position after launch

Recovery Procedure
• Throttle on the hand pump to be closed.
• Valve on hand pump to be opened
(position b).
• By actuating the hand pump lever
hydraulic cylinder retracts.
• After appx. 20 strokes the main lashing
of the boat can be installed again
following the Instructions of the boat
builder.
• Disembarkation of the helmsman.
Pin & Shackle
recovered

Piston at 100mm
outward position
Position after launch

Piston recovered
Recovered Position

The pictures above indicate two positions of
the Hydraulic Cylinder & Piston respectively
after launch & once the lifeboat has been
recovered.

Cdt. Vivek Mangal
DNS-22
SIMS, Lonavala
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A cadet’s diary at SIMS Lonavala
“Memory is the diary… we all carry with
us” - Oscar Wilde
I still remember the first day of entering
the hostel at SIMS, Lonavala campus
very clearly.
I reached the college gate in the morning.
Cutting across to the admin building where
the verification of my documents were
done, a room was allotted to me. I met
my roommates from Andhra Pradesh and
Karnataka. This was going to be my first
experience living with two students from
different states, languages and cultures.
First hello and within no time we were
discussing about the entrance exam we
had taken and the thrill of being accepted at
SIMS. We eventually met other batch mates
coming from various parts of India and had
ample time to explore the campus and
exchange our journeys leading to SIMS. I
knew that was the start of the camaraderie
that we will carry to the ships we would be
sailing together once we pass out of the
institute. What a comforting feeling indeed!
Discipline – is followed with a big D in the
institute. We were introduced to a disciplined
life in preparation of our seafaring careers
from day one. Next morning, all cadets
woke up at 5 am and proceeded for a
half an hour session of Personal Training
or Yoga. Healthy breakfast was served at
7.00 am after which we assembled for a
‘fall in’ at 8.10 am, for class leaders to take
the count of all the cadets and report to
warden- dressed in neat, clean and proper
uniforms handed over to us at the time of
the admission!
By 8.30 am sharp we were at our classes
and by 5.15 pm we got out of our classes.
Within no time after a quick change, all
rushed out to use the various campus
facilities such as playground, swimming
pool, tennis court, basketball court,
volleyball court etc. Sports time is serious
time too! By 6.45 pm we assemble again

Cdt. Rohit Kumar
GME-24
SIMS, Lonavala

for dinner followed by a quiet stroll around
the campus before returning to the room.
Study time from 8 to 10 pm is essential to
revise from our day’s classes to keep pace
with the exhaustive curriculum we must
complete for the year long course. And as
the clock strikes 10, there’s no way you can
keep your eyes open!
Every bit of routine that has been created
at the campus is geared towards taking
responsibility of our own self and preparing
us for the life on board. Sunday tasks
reflected just that. On Sunday mornings,
cadets gather at respective lobby of the
hostel for cleaning tasks. After finishing our
tasks we return to clean our room thoroughly,
which is inspected by the wardens. Sunday
also is fun-day where we have the choice
of spending the day outside the campus
between 9:30 am to 6:00 pm. Just like strict
on board adherence of code of conduct at
all times, we are expected to be responsible
and observe rules, regulations against
alcohol consumption and smoking.
In a way, I see my time on campus as
an overall preparation for life on board.
Meeting and working with people from
different states and languages, learning to
be sincere, discipline, time management etc
are the many virtues learnt at SIMS. Living
on campus with our busy schedules, we
establish a new family and don’t feel home
sick, just as we would in our upcoming
seafaring life.
Indeed, whether theory or practical- by
every means we are getting ready to join
our dream job- aboard a merchant navy
ship!
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SHARING EXPERIENCES

Soccer loving Stowaways
Prior to the ISPS code coming into force
in July 2004, vessels always practiced
security measures depending upon
which area of the world they traded in.
Malacca Straits was the most feared
piracy zone but the threat of stowaways
existed in practically every third world
port. Maintaining a good security watch
is essential – the stowaways or robbers
are waiting for the slightest opportunity
to make their move. In fact, as we are all
aware a non-Conformity issued during an
ISPS audit will result in the certificate being
revoked– without exceptions!
Here’s a page from my personal experience
prior the era of 9/11 and the subsequent ISPS
code adopted in December 2002,
It was the time we kept watches and were
vigilant, but did not document these as
required now by the ISPS code.
As ongoing Soccer World Cup fever has all
soccer fans around the globe riveted to the
matches, whenever I watch any North African
Nations play soccer, it takes me back to my
favourite Algerian stowaways. As strange as it
may seem, yes, for me this link shall always
surface!
As mentioned earlier this was pre-ISPS days,
when the vessel I was on, anchored in the
evening at Arzew, Algeria awaiting berthing
which was scheduled for the next day. Security
watches in those days were roughly what is
presently classified as MARSEC Level 1,
with all doors shut and hourly rounds being
conducted by the duty AB on deck.
Being the Second mate I took over the midnight
watch from the Third mate, shortly after which
I noticed some movement near the foc’s’le.
Being an Aframax OBO and blinded by the
backscatter of shore lights, I could not
clearly make out what the movement
was. I called my duty watchman
on the VHF radio to go and
investigate. While he just got
out of the accommodation, we
both noticed a person running
from between the hatches to

the foc’s’le. That is when alarm bells rang loud
in our heads and the AB started chasing the
person. In midst of his great chase I asked him
what he planned to do if he caught the person
and what he would do if the person was armed!
He let out a quick, loud laugh of relief and
started running back to the accommodation.
With our alarm bells still ringing, I activated
the real bell – the ship’s muster alarm! We put
the Third mate on bridge while Chief Officer
and I led the search teams, combing the ship
from the funnel to engine room and finally the
foc’s’le. The approach to the foc’s’le door was
led by the duty AB in Hollywood style- slowly
opening the watertight door with his back
to the door controlling his breath after the
long chase. Our entry was facilitated by the
stowaways as they had already switched on
the lights. After a few minutes of minimal effort,
we found two men in their mid-20s hiding in
opposite corners. We tied their hands with
heaving lines and were ready to walk back,
when the Pumpman stopped, pointing to a tall
stack of coiled tank cleaning hoses, saying
“I smell someone there”. Knowing that the
Pumpman had a great sense of humour, all
of us started laughing. But when we noticed
the Pumpman’s serious expression, we
investigated and voila! We found the third man,
tiniest of the three stowaways and the only one
who could have fitted in there. Adding this man
to the heaving line, we made the Pumpman
put his skills into use and sniff out the entire
foc’s’le before going back. For the rest of the
evening, the Pumpman donned the role of a
wolf in human clothing, smelling everything he
passed.
Back in the accommodation, our uninvited
guests initially spoke only in French and Arabic

Capt. Sumit Bhagat

Assistant Manager, HSEQA
ESM, Singapore

claiming not to understand English. Thanks to
our persuasive (read: SCARY) Master, it took
only a few minutes for them to ‘learn’ to speak
in basic English and produce their identification
cards. They were young Algerians looking for
better life and were perfectly aware that the
ship’s next port was Houston. We contacted the
local immigration office who said they would
come at daybreak to pick up the stowaways.
After ensuring they were searched, hydrated
and fed, we handcuffed them (yes, we carried
handcuffs, guns et al, pre ISPS) to the bridgewing rail and kept an additional watchkeeper
to monitor them. As they started getting chatty,
the discussion went on to soccer and they took
off their jackets to reveal they had donned their
favourite soccer team jerseys, all European
League Clubs - we even took a few happy
photos with them in these jerseys. They had
kept these jerseys as the clothes they would
like to be in when they reach Houston.
Come dawn - the minute the immigration
boarded, the stowaways wore their seriously
glum faces. While disembarking the ship,
one of the stowaways looked back at me and
whispered “in a few hours I will be back on the
streets playing soccer”. I was in both shock
and awe but managed to keep a straight face
prior bidding them adieu.
We did strengthen our watches from that
day onwards whenever we came to Algeria,
and on our next visit were told by the agent
that we would probably not be boarded again
as we were not soft targets anymore. The
prospective stowaways would be aware
that we would now be more vigilant
and have our guards up for a while.
They would probably be hatching
up their next plan while they
continue playing soccer on
the streets . . .
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Promotions Onboard ESM-Managed Fleet
During Second Quarter

JE RAJINDER SINGH
GME 16

JE SYED MOHAMMAD
SHADAB SAFI
B Tech 002

JE AVISHEET SINGH
GME 17

JE RAHID DANGE
GME 16

JE RAMKESHWAR
KASARAPU
GME 17

JE JIJO P K
GME 17

JE BALDEEP SINGH
GME 17

JE ANISH KEEGAN
MARTIN
GME 17

JE SUMIT ARUNKUMAR
NIKUMBH
GME 17

JE ROLAN PRAVEEN
MATHIAS
GME 16

JE TRINDERPAL SINGH
SANDHU
GME 18

JE MOHD FAHAD
GME 16

JE DEVENDER BHYAN
B Tech 002

JE SHARATH KUMAR
GME 18

JE PRABHAKARAN
RENGANATHAN
GME 18

JE PAUL EMMANUEL
GME 18

JE CHAITANYA
BURRALA
GME 17

JE SUYAMBU LINGESH
IYYATHANGAM
GME 17

JE PARUL MITTAL
B Tech 002

JE SHASHANK SHRIRANG
NANAWARE
GME 18

JE DARSHAN DILIP
BHATT
B Tech 002

JE PRASSANNA V S
RAGHAVAN
GME 17

JE HARSHAL
SHRIVASTAVA
GME 18

JE PRASHANT
KUMAR GUPTA
GME 18

JE GIRENDRA SOLANKI
B Tech 002

JE SHARAD VIJAY GUPTA
GME 18

JE MANISH KUMAR
GME 18

JE GOKULA KANNAN
MALAISELVAM
GME 17

JE CHETAN N
SOMASHEKAR
GME 17

JE SAGAYA D VAIZ
ANACLETE VAIZ
GME 16

JO AKHILESH RATHORE
DNS 11

JO VIKAS GANESH
KHENGRE
DNS 13

JO AKASH KUMAR
DNS 13

JO DELWIN LUKE
DSOUZA
DNS 15

JO NIPUN SHARMA
DNS 13

JO KARTIKEY
KUMAR RAI
DNS 15

JO GIRI SHANKAR KOMARA
DNS 15

JO ASHISH PUNDORA
DNS 15

JO SARATH PRASAD
DNS 15

JO PIYUSH RAVINDRANATH
DUBEY
DNS 13

JO PRABHJOT
SINGH MAAN
DNS 15

JOJOBIN JOHN MARY
DNS 15

JO AKASH VERMA
DNS 15

JO HARISH
HARIHARAPUTHRAN
DNS 13

JO AJAY JAYAKUMAR
DNS 15
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Cargo theft at Lagos, Nigeria– A case study
* We invite responses from our learned readers as to the causes and lessons learnt through this case study.
Please send your responses to samundraspirit@samundra.com.
Introduction: When we talk about Piracy,
Somalia & Gulf of Aden distinctly pops
up in our minds followed by West African
Ports in Gulf of Guinea. There is a basic
difference in the model of security threats
in both these areas. The former region
acquired notoriety for long term hijacking
of vessels & kidnap of ship’s crew for
ransom payments, while the latter is more
known for short term hijacking of ships
for robbery of oil cargo. The recent facts
reflect that the piracy attacks in West Africa
are on the rise. Irrespective of this threat,
vessels, especially tankers continue to
call West African ports, though ensuring
adequate security measures in place as per
Best Management Practices.
Events leading to the incident:
The tanker was loaded with Crude Palm Olein.
She was at Lagos General Purpose anchorage
with local armed security guards on board and
awaiting berthing instructions to discharge at
terminal.
In the wee hours, watch keepers on the bridge
spotted a floating object near the starboard
bow of vessel. They immediately informed
Master and the armed security guards present
on bridge. The security guards became
suspicious and rushed towards the deck to

investigate. General Emergency alarm was
raised and announcement made on Public
Address system. All crew except watch
keepers were directed to the Citadel. Noticing
some movement on forward deck, the guards
fired warning shots and one person was seen
jumping overboard from the starboard bow.
After security guards had completely checked
the deck areas including Forecastle and main
deck, the ship staff was called out on deck to
check for items which may have been stolen.
During the search, one of the butterworth
pockets of forward cargo tank was found
open. A pipe of approx. 2” diameter connected
to this opening was found hanging overside.
On further search, ship’s staffs discovered
one pirate hiding in the starboard anchor
hawse pipe. Security guards pulled him
out and brought him to the bridge-wings
for interrogation. The pirate confessed to
siphoning of approx. 6 gallons from 1S COT
aided by his mate, who jumped overboard
when alarm was raised and got away in a small
boat. The security guards called their naval
base and arranged to disembark the pirate.
They also updated Nigerian Naval Patrol ship
in the vicinity regarding incident. Master also
informed CSO regarding the security incident.

Palm Olien was siphoned from 1S COT.

		
From the details of case study
provided above and your knowledge
about the security scenario of Gulf of
Guinea, please provide answers to the
following:
1. What could be the various root
causes of ship’s staff failing to
detect the pirates’ activity until they
had boarded the vessel?
2. How can such boarding & thefts be
positively prevented?
3. Which all parties, Master should
inform in West Africa in case of
Security incidents?
4. Which Company circular provides
detail on Security measures for
West Africa?

Capt. Vinod Dubey,
Senior HSEQA Superintendent
ESM, Singapore

Extent of damage: Approx. 6 gallons of Crude

Responses to previous issue case study

Auxiliary Engine overhaul, misplaced priority:
Issue 41 (Apr 2018)
Thank you readers for the feedbacks and responses on the previous case
study. Here’s a compilation of the answers received:
Q1. What was the cause for deformation
of the exhaust piping?
Heavy cast iron piping of the exhaust
manifold was fitted without support
during the overhaul. Resulting in
irreversible plastic deformation caused
due to the self-weight coupled with high
exhaust temperatures.

Q2. What was the critical step missed
during the overhaul?
Lack of effective supervision and post job
observations were not carried out by the
senior staff

b.
c.
d.

Q3. What are the hazards of running a diesel
engine with exhaust gas leakage?
a. Leaked Exhaust gases pollutes the

e.

Engine room air causing severe
contamination of intake air
Health hazard
Leaky exhaust gas can cause
damage to the sealing surfaces
It is potential source of fire hazard in
Engine room
It affects other engine operations.
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Crossword Puzzle
Cdt. Akeeb Aslam Mukadam
GME-24
SIMS, Lonavala

1

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

11

12
13

14

15
16

17

Across

Down

1 International regulation regarding pollution in sea.
7 Equipment for meeting discharge criteria for oily water
mixture.
8 Used for conversion of water into steam for various auxiliaries
on ship.
9 Equipment for separation of undesirable & heavier
components fuel oil from liquid medium
13 Main constituent in fuel causing hot corrosion.
14 Arrangement to change the angularity of C.R. in 2-stroke
engine.
15 Rule or directive made and maintained by an authority.
16 Gauge used for measuring the rudder drop.
17 Component helping the thrust force to get directed for turning
the ship.

2 Machinery helping the main engine to function.
3 Component which brings the variable displacement pump
to neutral position when the desired angle of rotation is
achieved.
4 Equipment for burning waste onboard ship.
5 Waste heat recovery system which helps in improving an internal
combustion engine’s efficiency.
6 Shape of metering area in port controlled pump.
10 Equipment which only separates sludge from fuel oil.
11 Component through which the propeller shaft passes before
leaving the hull and also helps in lubrication.
12 International regulation for safety of crew and ship.
14 A wedge or block used for limiting motion & dampening vibration
of an engine.

Answers
Down:
2. AUXILIARY 3. TILLER 4. INCINERATOR 5. TURBOCHARGER 6. HELIX 10. CLARIFIER 11. STERNTUBE 12. SOLAS 14. CHOCK
Across:
1. MARPOL 7. OILWATERSEPARATOR 8.BOILER 9. PURIFIER 13. VANADIUM 14. CROSSHEAD 15.REGULATION 16. TRAMMEL
17. RUDDER
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Annual Inter house Sports tournament held at SIMS
With
high
spirits
and
unfaltering
sportsmanship, the cadets at SIMS,
Lonavala, competed for glory in the annual
sports tournaments held in the month of
April and May’18. Competitions included
popular sports such as cricket, volleyball,
lawn tennis and basketball. The event
witnessed large participation amongst the
cadets, who flocked the grounds with great
enthusiasm.

Tapti just managed to get in by whiskers owing
to their better run rate than House Ganga.
Even though House Godavari seemed like the
stronger team, it was House Tapti with their
cautious and superior run rate that won the
tournament.

House Tapti clinches winning title in Cricket
Inter-house Cricket tournament was held from
28th May 2018 to 31st May 2018. The final
match of 15 overs was held on 31st May’18
where House Tapti defeated Godavari by 7
runs. Cadet Sachin Sharma from the winning
House was declared Man of the Match.

House Ganga defeats House Tapti in
Volleyball Final
The Final match of the Volleyball Tournament
was held on 05th April’18 between House Tapti
and Ganga. House Ganga defeated House
Tapti in straight games by 25-19 and 25-16.
However, the game was much closer than
what the score tells. In the preceding matches,
House Tapti and House Ganga had defeated
the rest of the two houses i.e. House Kaveri
and House Godavari to make it to the finals.

The league matches between all the four
houses were a closely fought contest.
Godavari had made it to the finals by winning
all the three league games whereas House

House Godavari winners of single, doubles
Lawn Tennis and Basketball tournament
A tough fight in the final for both matches
was witnessed between House Godavari and

Tapti house lifts the winning trophy in the inter house cricket championship

House Kaveri. The Singles, between Divya
Kalash from Godavari and Sohail Wasim from
House Kaveri, which was won by Divya Kalash
with a score of 4-3. 4-2 was held on 16th May.
The Doubles Final match, held on 25th May’18,
had House Godavari clinch the title yet again.
Divya Kalash and Dennis Dhiman represented
House Godavari whereas Suryansh Dhir Pant
and Swapnil Singhal partnered from House
Kaveri. The winning score was 4-1, 4-1. The
tournament was a great show in the court for
all those watching as the singles and doubles
matches were fought out.
Last but not the least, the Basketball
tournament held between the 10th to 14th
April witnessed tightly fought contest between
finalists House Godavari and Kaveri. But at
the end House Godavari became victorious,
beating House Kaveri with a score of 68-49.

Godavari winning team with faculty and sports instructor in inter house
basketball tournament finals.

5
Godavari Team with Faculty and Sports Instructor” lifts the winning trophy in inter
house lawn tennis tournament doubles finals

Kaveri team in action in the inter house lawn tennis tournament doubles finals

Visitors’ Comments
Second Quarter, 2018
First time at SIMS. Impressive facility and surroundings but not least the students and personel.
Looking forward to come back.
Mr. Allan Dan Jensen
General Manager, Marine HR Officer Development
TORM

A beautiful campus & a modern facility; the environmental friendly aspect is amazing; Pleasure to
be visiting this facility & well briefed by Mr. Maneesh & Mr. Andrews. Thanks.
Capt. Ashish Malik
Head of Training
TORM Shipping India Pvt. Ltd.

A fantastic facility staffed by a committed team of instructors.
Mr. Paul Fairbrother
Head of Maritime Training
CAE
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Nilesh Parab (GME-16)
SIMS, Lonavala

Sumit Dogra
3/O
ESM Vessel
Chembulk Barcelona
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